NORTH TO ALASKA
CRUISE ACTIVITIES


FRESH ALASKA SEAFOOD


Enjoy an Alaska-themed dinner in
the main dining rooms and special
Alaska seafood menus in the
specialty restaurants onboard.



CAPTURING THE LAST FRONTIER **


Find out what it takes to capture some of the best photos the
Great Land has to offer, from the very photographers who took
them! Award winning photographers Mark Kelly, Carl Johnson,
Daryl Pederson and Kim Heacox share their Alaska
photography experiences as well as offer tips and tricks on how
you can snap your own frameable Alaska photos.
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PUPPIES IN THE PIAZZA *


Some of Skagway’s newest sled dogs
come aboard! Snap a picture with the
puppies and meet their dog handlers who
will be training them for a life of dog
mushing.



LIVING LIKE A LOGGER HEAD **


Guests will be treated to an exciting
presentation on board that reveals the life and
adventures of your host, an actual Alaskan
lumberjack, and will include an authentic axethrowing competition with selected guests.
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DISCOVERY AT SEA - INSIDE ALASKA WITH
DISCOVERY™


In partnership with Discovery
Communications™, Alaska cruises will
feature television content from Discovery™
and Animal Planet™ on the wildlife, terrain,
history, and adventures of Alaska.
Discovery™ hit shows such as Gold Rush!
and Panning for Gold, along with episodes
of Deadliest Catch and The Klondike miniseries will be featured.



LOCAL DIVES


Try specialty dishes on board in the top deck
grill from local eateries including crab cakes
from Tracy's King Crab Shack in Juneau, fish
tacos from The Alaska Fish House in Ketchikan
and seafood chowder from Bonanza Bar and
Grill in Skagway.
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THE KLONDIKE FESTIVAL


Celebrate the spirit of the Alaska gold rush with
the thrill and excitement of a real Klondike
Festival. Fun for the whole family, the festival
includes gold nugget arts and crafts projects, a
naturalist presentation, harmonica music classes,
and North to Alaska dance performances.



ALASKA EXPLORERS YOUTH PROGRAM


In partnership with the Glacier Bay National
Park Rangers and the Discovery™ Channel,
kids and teens can explore their adventurous
side with activities such as our Jr. Ranger
Program, panning for gold, and the Deadliest
Catch Crab Sort Challenge.

*All Alaska sailings will feature Puppies in the Piazza and Libby Riddles.
**Other North to Alaska programs will be available on select sailings.

